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				Quite a few new online casinos have appeared in recent years. The quality of these online casinos is constantly improving, and this is all due to the increasingly stringent requirements in the market. Players are becoming ever more demanding, so are gamblers and, thanks to gambling authorities, online casinos are forced to provide a good service. However, you should not play at every online casino and that is why we help you with our reviews of the latest online casinos.

These new online casinos make an extra effort to attract new players. With a little bit of luck, you’ll notice a huge range of games, attractive bonuses and a 24/7 customer support team that can help you with anything. Whether you’re looking for a new online casino or a new online video slot, we’ll help you on your journey of discovery.

The Best New Online Casinos

Our team is made up of experienced online casino experts who enjoy discovering new casinos for themselves. Precisely because we have so much passion for everything in the field of online gambling, you can rest assured that we thoroughly analyze each and every provider. From top to bottom, left to right; we pay attention to everything that an online casino needs to satisfy. That doesn’t mean that we choose casinos rigorously: some casinos, for example, will score better on the range of games on offer and do less well on customer service. What we are doing, however, is specifying exactly what the casino scores well or badly on. In any case, you will get a complete picture.

We Say what it Says

You get that because we just tell you what it says: if it is good, it is good, and if it is bad, it is bad. We are straight to the point and burn down a casino if we have to, praising a provider if there is reason to do so. Because we have a lot of criteria that we are looking at and that means that it is not so easy, for example, to get the maximum score. The fact is, however, that we are not, of course, going to recommend shady casinos, so the parties listed on our website will in any case reach a minimum limit in order to be worth mentioning at all.

New Casinos with a Good Range of Games

One of the points that we find very important is the range of games on offer. Not only should it be large, but it should also offer sufficient variety. For example, it is important that each category of game is adequately represented. In addition, gamblers must also have a certain authority; that is important both for confidence in the provider and for the necessary recognition of well-known titles. For example, you want to be able to play well-known games in a casino, such as Book of Dead or Starburst. Our criteria are therefore as follows:

	Size of game offer: most casinos offer at least a few hundred games, many even a few thousand.
	Offering a live casino.
	The diversity of casino games.
	Whether there are also online table games to play.
	The other category of games, such as jackpot slots and Megaways games.
	The game makers we work with.


The importance of the payment methods

The payment methods are also a good indication. After all, online casino payment methods are also becoming increasingly strict when it comes to cooperating with casinos. After all, they do not want to be associated with every website. After all, they do not want to be associated with every website. After all, they do not want to be associated with every website either. If it appears that a new casino does not comply with its payment obligations, then a payment method can also refrain from cooperating with this party. This can also be a reason for gambling authorities to monitor payment traffic. Furthermore, a payment method such as Neosurf or Poli payments, for example, evokes a great deal of recognition. If a casino works with this payment option, it is always a great advantage over unknown payment options. The payment method is also important for fast payments. You want to have sufficient options to apply for your payment and, if possible, you want to receive it as soon as possible. Payment options therefore count.

Online casino Bonuses

Online casino bonuses play an important role at both old and new online casinos. However, we see that many new online casinos are scattering a lot of casino bonuses because they are hoping to attract new players. Like any new company, a lot needs to be invested in marketing and promotion and the bonuses are an important tool in this. There are several bonuses that you can get, including:

	Welcome bonus
	No deposit bonus
	Free spins
	Cashbacks
	Reload bonus


Just as important as a good casino bonus are the conditions that go with it. For example, you don’t want to play in a casino where it is almost impossible to cash out a bonus because of the strict conditions that are set. Important with these conditions are the playing conditions, but also for example whether the bonus is valid in both the online casino and the live casino and whether table games are also eligible.

Play for Free in a New Online Casino

One of the ways to feel the atmosphere in an online casino is by not yet playing for money in an online casino. Just try a casino first by choosing demo versions of the games. Most slot machines do have a fun mode so you don’t have to play for money yet. This way you’ll not only get to know the game, but also the ins and outs of the online casino. In the meantime, you can see if you feel comfortable at the casino and play for money. Nowadays you can play free games in all new casinos. This applies at least to the video slots and a lot of table games. In the live casino you will have to make a bet.

The Owners of the Online Casino

Important for the reliability of an online casino is also the owner of the website. With a bit of luck you will be playing on a website that is managed by an owner who also offers other websites. This makes it a lot easier to form a picture of the overarching party: what are the user experiences with the other casinos of this owner, for example, how financially healthy is the provider? These are questions that are much easier to answer if we know who is behind the casino. That is why we are investigating the owner of the online casino with the following questions:

Who set up this online casino?

Where is the owner located?

Is the owner of the new online casino in possession of valid licenses?

Is the umbrella organisation financially sound?

What other casinos does this provider offer?

What reputation do the other casinos have of this provider?

The Reputation of the Online Casino

That brings us straight to the next point, that of reputation. After all, with a provider who also has other casinos under him, it becomes a little easier to form a judgment. For an online casino that has only been in operation for a month, it becomes a great deal more difficult. It is therefore crucial for the online casino to work on its reputation. Is there an online casino that has been operating since, lets say, 2013? Then at least you know that we are talking about a stable provider. That is why it is important for online casinos to work on their image. It does so by being as open as possible, by having a strong license and by having a strong customer service. That is how a provider builds its name.

Checklist for New Online Casinos

All in all, therefore, there are quite a few criteria that ensure that an online casino can be considered reliable or that we write off a provider completely. In order to make things a little clearer for you, we have listed the criteria for you. Keep in mind that the following criteria are especially important for new online casinos.

Checklist of new online casinos

*Criteria: Explanatory notes

*Permit: Gambling authorities ensure that providers comply with rules and laws and that players can play in a safe environment. A strong licence is that of the Malta Gaming Authority (MGA).

*Players: Players also have a reputation to uphold and do not want to be associated with rogue casinos.

*Owner: Who is behind the online casino and what can be found about this provider. Also check the reputation of sister casinos.

*Bonuses: New online casinos often hand out bonuses. Make sure you make use of them.

*Bonus conditions: The benevolence of an online casino can also be seen in the general terms and conditions and bonus conditions. For example, pay attention to the conditions of play.

*Loyalty programs: A decent casino also appreciates its existing players. Now, not every casino has a loyalty system, but those who do deserve a plus.

*Payout limits: The payout limits per transaction, day, week and month must be reasonable and allow the player to withdraw a nice amount.

*Payout period: Payments must also be processed quickly. This also depends in part on the available payment methods.

*Mobile optimisation: An online casino should work just as well on a mobile device as on the desktop. New online casinos may have an optimised site or a mobile app.

Final words

We do not rate all new online casinos. There are just too many of them every week, making it impossible to rate them all. We do try to take as many as we can. Players often find out where they should and shouldn’t play, there are all kinds of gambling authorities that keep an eye on the business and thanks to our online reviews, it is increasingly easy to find out whether a provider can be trusted or not. In doing so, you can always count on our unsullied opinion: when it is good, it is good, and when it is crap, we do not put it on our site anyway.
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				Free spins in an Australian online casino

Free Spins is a term you will often encounter when visiting or registering at an online casino. But what do the two words mean? How does it work, and why do casinos give away free stuff in the first place? All questions are answered in this article.

Free spins bonuses are a great way to know a casino and its most popular games. Free spins is the name that online casinos use for the bonuses. In a sense, free spins allow you to try out a slot machine. Each free spins bonus has its own ‘limitations’, so a helpful tip is to make sure you always read the terms and conditions carefully.

What are free spins?

First, let’s talk about what spins are. Free spins Australia are given on a reel in an online casino. Then, online pokies starts spinning, and combinations are made by providing a spin. Although each slot is programmed in its way, there is always one similarity: you must try to create winning combinations. A free spin is a spin that does not require payment to spin. For example, if an online casino offers five free spins, five free spins are allowed.

An online casino gives players free spins to try out slots or as a promotion. The significant advantages of playing at virtual casinos are these promotions and bonuses. Almost every online casino has promotions and bonuses for new and existing customers. Bonuses range from no deposit to welcome bonuses. These bonuses often include free spins.

Free spins often come in the form of a ‘no deposit option or ‘no deposit free spins. Offers of free spins are often tied to certain games, which you will notice when you claim a bonus. These are often popular games or games that have just come to market.

In online and traditional casinos, players can find many slot machines. When playing slot machines, you have to spin the reels. Then, on the rows in a slot machine, you will find the symbols. Whenever there is a winning symbol combination, the player receives a certain amount of money that corresponds to that winning combination.

When the rows spin, it is called a spin. Each round costs a certain amount. You can choose the bet amount per round. You can win real money with free spins. When you earn money from free spins, that money is used in other games or in your already playing game.

Types of free spins bonuses

Free spins bonuses may be offered individually (e.g., no deposit required), or players may tie them to a deposit bonus. For example, it may be provided as a no deposit bonus given when registering an account, when no deposit is required, or in the form of a welcome bonus package.

Below you will find all the different free spin bonuses that you can collect at online casinos.

	Upon registration (no deposit required)
	With the first real money deposit
	for new customers
	on new games
	Free Spins that players can reload


Free Spins on registration (no deposit)

This is a prevalent bonus. Online casinos sometimes offer free spins upon registration. You will receive several free spins when you have created an account. After the registration is completed, the free spins will appear in the account. You can use them at certain casino games. You can view the selected games under the bonus terms or on the casino’s website.
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				Safe online roulette games

Online roulette is made available to players in multiple variations, so you can choose which version to play at the online casino. That’s not the only choice you can make, because there are also several options available in terms of wagers. Players who like to wager large amounts of money can choose to play with high stakes, and players who have less money to spend will soon end up playing roulette with normal bets or low bets. In any case, the financial threshold to play roulette is low, because with a token with a value of 0.10 euros it is already possible to place a bet. Please note that if you’re using a casino with a welcome bonus or it’s also valid to play roulette. Some casinos ‘exclude’ playing table games. This simply means that bonus credit may not be wagered on table games such as roulette. In that case, wagering your bonus credit on roulette is prohibited. Sometimes, however, bonus money can be wagered on roulette games, but does not count towards the bonus received. So always make sure you check this out in the bonus terms and conditions. You can also ask a member of staff via the live chat feature. Either way, we’ve put together a top listing of online casinos below where you can play your favorite roulette games with peace of mind.

https://pokiesportal.com/online-roulette/

American and french live roulette

To give you an impression of the versions that are available in the online casino, we’ll briefly explain the difference between, for example, american, european and french roulette. The difference can be found on the roulette wheel. The american roulette wheel has a green box with the number 00 which can’t be found on the french roulette wheel. The house advantage will be just a bit bigger with the american variant, but in any case an extra bet option is offered as well, because you can of course place your bet on the space 00.

Black, red and green

The roulette wheel always has 18 red squares and 18 black squares as standard, as well as a green square 0. With roulette, you can place multiple bets, but you can also bet on one square with a number, or bet money on the color red or black, for example. The bet placed has a certain payout ratio if the prediction is correct. This ratio is the largest when betting on a single number, i.e. one on 35, and the lowest when betting on a colour or on the outcome of even or odd. A good prediction will result in a payout ratio of one to one. So you get your bet paid out once. In other words, you can double your bet on red, black, even or odd.

Method of betting

In order to play and enjoy internet roulette, it is useful to know the difference between different bets. You probably know that you can place a bet on black or red or on a single number. However, it is also possible to place a chip on a line between two numbers. This immediately increases the chance of winning. The chance of winning is even greater if you decide to bet on the left or right of three numbers. You then bet on three numbers. Betting on six numbers is also one of the betting options, as is placing a bet on the intersection of four numbers. You then bet on four numbers at the same time. If you want to take as little risk as possible, there are also betting options, where you bet on eight numbers, twelve numbers or even eighteen numbers at the same time. In French roulette, if you place a bet on 18 numbers at the same time and the ball lands on 0, then half the bet remains.

Game information

When playing roulette, you can make use of the game information, such as the last-case numbers constantly displayed on screen. Information is also provided about the so-called hot and cold numbers. The overview of hot numbers shows which numbers have fallen the most frequently. The overview with cold numbers shows the numbers that have fallen the least often. Depending on the casino where you’re going to play roulette and the chosen version, even more interesting information is provided. It’s always a good idea to go through the game history before you start, as this will allow you to place a well-considered bet and increase your odds of winning.

Live Roulette

Playing live roulette is also incredibly popular among many Dutch players! What’s more exciting than watching a croupier spin the ball into the bin and you hear live: “Rien ne va plus”. The ball rolls and he falls into your song! Now experience the enormous excitement of playing live roulette!

Free Roulette

To get acquainted with roulette, it’s useful to play for free first. You can then discover at your leisure which of the versions you like best, but also experiment with different bets. Free roulette can be played directly from your browser without the need for a player account. However, you do need a player account to start playing with real money. You can sign up for an account at any time and you can choose from a variety of payment methods to deposit money and play roulette online.
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